This method evaluation aimed to improve the accuracy and precision of the previously published method to measure oxygen consumption using optodes with integrated temperature and salinity correction in dark incubations. Significant short-term system drift currently requires a correction to remove the drift, thus reducing the precision of the oxygen consumption rates. Frequent nonlinear declines in oxygen concentration with time also call for improved data analysis and identification of its origin. Optodes in titanium casings (Aanderaa™ model 4330) with low oxygen binding properties showed no significant system drift in autoclaved seawater. Nonlinear oxygen dynamics fitting a quadratic polynomial occurred in 28% of 230 field samples, independent of season and water depth. Polynomial curve fit resulted in 64% higher respiration rates when derived within 1 h of the quality assured incubation, than obtained when using linear fit. Carbon substrate limitation explained the nonlinearity of oxygen decline during dark incubations. Pretreatment of the optode attached to stoppers with 0.3 mol dm Respiration is a fundamental process influencing the growth efficiency of organisms, the development of hypoxia, and the emission of CO 2 to the atmosphere (del Giorgio and le B. Williams 2005). Precise and simple measurements of oxygen consumption are indispensable for aquatic research in order to understand the control of the respiration process under different environmental conditions. Wikner et al. (2013) introduced a sensor-based method (model 3835, Tengberg et al. 2006 ) using dynamic luminescence quenching for continuous measurement of oxygen consumption in incubations with oxygenated pelagic waters. The method was shown to have a comparable accuracy (i.e., systematic error) to Winkler titrations, if a correction for a significant short-term system drift was applied. However, this correction required addition of the uncertainty of the drift estimate, resulting in loss of precision and consequently detection limit. Precision of a time series is here defined as the standard error (AE SE) of the slope coefficient for oxygen concentration vs. time (Sokal and Rohlf 1995) , and related to calculation of the detection limit as described in the "Materials and procedures" section. Removal of the short-term drift would improve the accuracy of the method, exclude the error term for the drift correction in calculation of precision and detection limit, and thereby improve the method. Experimental results suggest that the short-term drift is caused by oxygen binding to the plastic casing of the model 3835 optode (Stevens 1992; Wikner et al. 2013) . Thus, here we test titanium as a casing material less prone to bind oxygen. In addition, the lower oxygen binding reported for polyoxymethylene (POM) This is an open access article under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs License, which permits use and distribution in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited, the use is non-commercial and no modifications or adaptations are made.
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hydrochloric acid resulted in the most stable performance of the sensor and simultaneously provided proper cleaning of the equipment. A conservative detection limit of 0.97 μmol O 2 dm −3 d −1 was calculated for the titanium optodes, matching other methods for oxygen consumption reported in the literature. Thus, we recommend the use of model 4330 optode pretreated with HCl and the derivation of initial respiration rates by a quadratic polynomial function for best accuracy and precision of oxygen consumption in oxygenated surface waters.
Respiration is a fundamental process influencing the growth efficiency of organisms, the development of hypoxia, and the emission of CO 2 to the atmosphere (del Giorgio and le B. . Precise and simple measurements of oxygen consumption are indispensable for aquatic research in order to understand the control of the respiration process under different environmental conditions. Wikner et al. (2013) introduced a sensor-based method (model 3835, Tengberg et al. 2006 ) using dynamic luminescence quenching for continuous measurement of oxygen consumption in incubations with oxygenated pelagic waters. The method was shown to have a comparable accuracy (i.e., systematic error) to Winkler titrations, if a correction for a significant short-term system drift was applied. However, this correction required addition of the uncertainty of the drift estimate, resulting in loss of precision and consequently detection limit. Precision of a time series is here defined as the standard error (AE SE) of the slope coefficient for oxygen concentration vs. time (Sokal and Rohlf 1995) , and related to calculation of the detection limit as described in the "Materials and procedures" section. Removal of the short-term drift would improve the accuracy of the method, exclude the error term for the drift correction in calculation of precision and detection limit, and thereby improve the method. Experimental results suggest that the short-term drift is caused by oxygen binding to the plastic casing of the model 3835 optode (Stevens 1992; Wikner et al. 2013 ). Thus, here we test titanium as a casing material less prone to bind oxygen. In addition, the lower oxygen binding reported for polyoxymethylene (POM) , as compared to polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) is explored as an alternative material for the stopper.
Optode techniques using model 3835 and model 4330 optodes (Aanderaa, Norway) use the same basic luminescence technique and have previously been shown to provide comparable estimates of oxygen concentration to those generated by Winkler titrations (Johnson et al. 2015 ; Bushinsky et al. 2016 ; Bittig and Kortzinger 2017; Bittig et al. 2018) . The two models differ mainly by the casing material. The titanium casing provides higher pressure tolerance for deep-sea applications but is more expensive. The model 4330 optode also has an updated internal algorithm for calculating oxygen from the optode signal (Uchida et al. (2008) , potentially reducing variance from temperature correction and improving the precision in the calculations. The oxygen consumption per se using optode is validated vs. end-point titrations with the Winkler technique when linear dynamics occur (Wikner et al. 2013 ). The optode-based oxygen consumption also compares well with reported detection limits and ranges in the literature, and with expected temperature dependence of respiration. The method as such thus compares well with independent techniques and further validation is therefore not part of this method evaluation.
Using a microprobe technique and continuous measurement of oxygen concentration in incubations, nonlinear declines as well as other dynamics have been reported from a tropical site in the Pacific Ocean (Briand et al. 2004) . We have also frequently observed nonlinear oxygen dynamics during dark incubations, in both natural and manipulated samples (own unpublished results). A few studies, where time series have been conducted with the Winkler technique on filtered samples, have also reported nonlinear dynamics in about onethird of the measurements (Robinson 2008 and references therein) . Erroneously assuming a linear relationship between oxygen decline and time, when it is actually nonlinear, dynamics will introduce a systematic error (i.e., influence accuracy). This motivates an improved knowledge of the frequency of nonlinear dynamics when estimating respiration and the size of the systematic error. Proper handling of nonlinear dynamics would primarily secure the accuracy of future measurements, but also allow assessment of the accuracy of previous reports of oxygen consumption, as these are mainly based on assuming linear oxygen dynamics. Briand et al. (2004) suggested to use 5 h periods to derive rates from nonlinear dynamics, but did not objectively define where during the incubations these periods should be positioned, or how the derivation of rate was done. There is therefore a need to define a procedure for rate derivation with nonlinear dynamics, which maximizes accuracy.
Here, we aim to improve the precision and detection limit of the method by Wikner et al. (2013) by removing the short-term drift by replacing the model 3835 optode with a multipoint calibrated model 4330 optode (Aanderaa™) encased in a titanium casing. In this context, we also test two different stopper materials and three pretreatment procedures. Our second aim was to determine the influence of nonlinear dynamics and adopt a procedure to derive realistic oxygen consumption rates. This included studying the occurrence of nonlinearity at different seasons and depth levels, development of an appropriate procedure for rate derivation and test of carbon limitation as the underlying factor causing nonlinear trends.
Materials and procedures

Respiration measurements
This is an improvement of the method to measure oxygen consumption in natural samples by continuous measurements with an oxygen sensor (Optode) according to Wikner et al. (2013) , Wikner et al. 2013) , with plastic casing (Hostaform, POM, 0-300 m operating range). Optodes were multipoint calibrated (12-series; 2-point) by the supplier and then annually subjected to a 2-point quality control test in air-saturated water and anoxic samples with Na 2 SO 3 (10 g dm −3 ) according to the manufacturer's instructions. The optodes were mounted on specifically designed stoppers in PMMA (but see POM test below, Wikner et al. 2013 ).
Prior to each sampling, the stopper complexes were pretreated in 0.3 mol dm −3 hydrochloric acid (HCl) over a minimum of 12 h and rinsed with Milli-Q water prior to incubations. The stopper complex was placed into 1 dm 3 glass incubation flasks carefully filled with sample water, making sure no air was trapped between the nitrile O-ring and the bottleneck sealing the sample water for incubation. The samples were incubated in the dark for 24 h with magnetic stirrers (~80 rpm, 2 cm magnetic beads) using stringent temperaturecontrol in water baths (Julabo 12 B, Julabo GmbH, Germany) with additional immersion coolers (Julabo FT 200, Julabo GmbH, Germany). The optode was set to measure the oxygen concentration every minute and values were logged using the Real-time Collector software (Aanderaa Data instruments AS, Norway). Oxygen time series during incubations were analyzed using an in house program (SensorDataFlow v. 1.02) based on the SciPy and NumPy packages of the software Python™ converted to an executable file format for easy access (Lindmark 2015) . The software was developed in parallel with manual calculations of the oxygen consumption rate for the validation of the programmed calculations. The program allowed for rapid analysis of a linear regression (type I linear regression, Sokal and Rohlf 1995) or a 2 nd degree polynomial regression with the possibility of derivation of the slope to a point in time and exclusion of erroneous values within data series. Known artifacts from the temperature equilibration were removed from the time series prior to regression fit (cf. Wikner et al. 2013) . We typically assessed the initial 32-80 values (equal to minutes) during temperature equilibration as unreliable and removed them. Periods during the incubations when the immersion cooler compressor protection mode became activated, leading to a rapid change in temperature, were also excluded (Supporting Information  Fig. S1 ). When the starting air saturation was above 100%, the measurement was discarded due to the risk of degassing (7.3% of all 248 field measurements).
System drift and detection limit
Seawater from the surface layer was collected from Sta. B9 in the northern Baltic Sea (63 33.58 0 N, 19 50.19 0 E, WGS84).
To determine the short-term drift of the incubation system, flasks were carefully filled with autoclaved seawater (40 min at 121 C and 1.2 bar) and incubated at 14 AE 0.05 C over 24 h in the dark. The difference in drift between model 4330 and model 3835 was then tested using a one-way ANOVA. The detection limit for the model 4330 optode was calculated by taking the standard error of the oxygen decline (SE sample ) and residual standard error in autoclaved seawater (SE background ) into account and using 2 × SE Total as a proxy for a 95% confidence interval (CI) according to Eq. 1:
For a conservative calculation of the detection limit, the SD of the average system drift estimates for all optodes was used as background variance (SD drift, Table 1 ). To calculate the detection limit when using replicate optode measurements for the same sample, the SE drift was applied instead of SD drift in Eq. 1.
To investigate how relevant the variance in autoclaved seawater solution was for that occurring in seawater samples, we conducted a variance test (Levene's test) on winter samples ≥ 15 m (November-March, n = 30) from the field study presented above with low-respiration activity (i.e., closest to the autoclaved control samples).
Nonlinearity of oxygen time series
A 3-yr set of data from a subarctic estuary in the northern Baltic Sea (n = 230, n unfiltered = 186, n 1.2 μm filtered = 44) applying the model 4330 optode was used to investigate the nonlinearity in the incubation time series. ), and kept at in situ temperature until incubation within 2 h. Filtered samples (1.2 μm, polycarbonate, Merck Millipore, U.S.A.) were collected during a transect study in the same estuary (n = 44). All samples were measured with the optode-based oxygen consumption method outlined above.
When nonlinear oxygen dynamics occurred, a quadratic polynomial (Eq. 2) was fitted to the data:
where [O 2 ] is the oxygen concentration at time t, C the y-axis intercept, and a and b coefficients. The best fit of linear type I or a quadratic polynomial function (Eq. 2) for the oxygen concentration dynamics in the incubations was determined by using the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC, Snipes and Taylor 2014) . When AIC chose a quadratic polynomial function, a and b were determined by fitting Eq. 2 to the whole quality assured data set from one incubation. The rate of oxygen change (
was then derived at the first hour of the quality assured time series, in most cases corresponding to the first hour of the incubation, according to Eq. 3 (i.e., first derivative of Eq. 2):
This was assumed closest to the true rate by minimizing an effect of decline in concentration, or switch, of carbon substrate, while avoiding extrapolation from the observed data (discussed below). The difference in respiration rate between the polynomial derivation and linear model type I regressions on the same time series was compared using an independent t-test.
The effects of seasonality and depth on the frequency of nonlinear curves were tested by frequency analysis (IBM™ Table 1 . Statistics of measured oxygen concentration in autoclaved seawater (i.e., dO 2 /dt, system variation and drift) with time. Results for individual 12-series optodes mounted in PMMA stopper are presented. The SD, SE, 95% CI, detection limit, and number of measurements (n) using the individual model 4330 optodes are shown. The detection limits for a single optode per measurement (i.e., using SD of average system drift) and replicated optodes per measurement (i.e., using SE of average system drift) calculated as described in the "Methods and procedures" section (Eq. 1) are also presented. SPSS™ χ 2 test). This was performed on a 3-yr data set pooled by the major seasons defined as winter (December-February), spring (March-May), summer (June-August), and autumn (September-November).
Carbon substrate addition experiments
To investigate if nonlinear curves were associated with carbon substrate availability, carbon addition experiments were conducted. Natural seawater samples and samples with D-glucose (Sigma-Aldrich) added to a final concentration of 480 μmol dm −3 were incubated at in situ temperatures for 24 h as described above. Controls were without additions of glucose. The substantial increase of carbon substrate was chosen to saturate uptake requirements and thereby ensure a response if metabolic factors were important but were not expected to simulate environmental levels. The frequency of linear vs. nonlinear curves with and without carbon addition was recorded. The effect of carbon substrate saturation on the frequency of nonlinearity was then analyzed using the χ 2 tests and a Pearson significance (α = 0.05). Here, measurements of natural samples vs. measurements of carbonsaturated samples were compared in terms of ordinal data (linear/nonlinear curve shape).
Test of optode material and pretreatment solution
A two-factorial design was used to test (1) the different pretreatments of the optode and stopper complex prior to measurement, and (2) the effect of two different optode stopper materials, PMMA and POM. POM is reported to be advantageous compared to PMMA because it traps and releases less oxygen (Stevens 1992) . The experimental set up had eight model 4330 optodes randomized between the two different stopper materials to avoid systematic errors and repeated once to increase the number of measurements. Each stopper complex was pretreated with either 0.3 mol dm −3 hydrochloric acid (HCl, Sigma-Aldrich, n = 10), 80 mmol dm −3 sodium sulfite (Na 2 SO 3, Sigma-Aldrich, n = 10), or Milli-Q water (n = 10) for 48 h. After pretreatment, drift was measured in autoclaved seawater for 24 h in temperature-controlled baths (14 AE 0.05 C). The results were analyzed using the SchreirerRay-Hare variation of the one-way Kruskall-Wallis test in order to study two-way effects nonparametrically (Sokal and Rohlf 1995) , as the data were not normally distributed (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test).
Frequency of sensor readings
An estimation of the required sampling frequency of the model 4330 optode to obtain sufficient statistical power for an oxygen consumption rate was also investigated. As a proxy for statistical power, we used the relative 95% CI (Bignert et al. 2014 ). Data sets with different level of sensor reading frequency were created from eight randomly selected incubations in the 3-yr data set (n = 230). For each of these incubations, subsamples of 6, 12, 25, 50, 100, and 1400 measurements were extracted, with the requirement to cover the whole incubation period. These represented different sampling frequencies throughout the incubation period, where 1400 measurements corresponds to approximately one sensor reading per minute. Based on AIC, a linear type I model or polynomial fit was applied for each sample level. The relative uncertainty (CV CI ) was calculated by dividing the 95% CI with the rate of the oxygen change in each case to remove the effect of different rate levels. The relative 95% CI as a function of sampling frequency per incubation was fitted to the model showing the best fit in SPSS™.
Assessment
Drift of the analysis system
Incubations using titanium casing (model 4330) removed all of the previously reported drift observed (cf. Wikner et al. 2013) in optodes with plastic casings (model 3835, Fig. 1 , Supporting Information Fig. S2 ). We could neither demonstrate a significant drift in oxygen concentration on average nor for individual optodes (Table 1 ). The average drift using the model 4330 optodes mounted in PMMA stoppers amounted to −0.060 μmol O 2 dm
. This improvement was statistically significant as compared to the model 3835, according to a t-test (p < 0.05, n 3835 = 12, n 4330 = 14). The drift of individual 4330 optodes was not statistically different from zero, and neither were the oxygen drift values for individual optodes significantly different from each other (Table 1, , suggesting that the variability in system drift still needs to be considered when approaching the detection limit. The seemingly lower initial concentration of oxygen for model 3835 was not statistically significant based on the larger data set of parallel comparisons (p > 0.05, Median k-test, n 3835 = 12, n 4330 = 14, Supporting Information Fig. S2 ). The observed difference between the optode models could be due to the plastic casing of the model 3835 optodes and the improved algorithm of the model 4330.
Detection limit
For a conservative estimate of the detection limit, we included the observed SD of the rate of oxygen change in the control samples, under the assumption that the oxygen dynamics observed in autoclaved seawater is relevant for natural seawater samples. Using the SD for the average of all measurements of the oxygen change in autoclaved seawater (n = 45) and adding the mean SE of the corresponding oxygen change (n = 45), we calculated a conservative detection limit of 0.97 μmol O 2 dm
. The detection limit found for the model 4330 optode was comparable to respiration measurements reported in the literature (i.e., average of 1.2 μmol O 2 dm
, SD AE 1.0; Table 2 ). If several optodes (e.g., n = 4) were used, SD can be substituted for SE in the calculation and the detection limit then amounted to 0.15 μmol O 2 dm
. This limit would facilitate measurements also in many oceanic samples.
Pretreatment of optode and stopper
The handling of the optode and stopper prior to measurement could potentially influence the system drift and background variation, motivating investigation of different pretreatment procedures. The pretreatment experiment showed no significant effect on the drift in oxygen concentration in autoclaved seawater of stopper type, solutions, or interaction effects (Table 3 , Scheirer-Ray-Hare, p > 0.5). The HCl and Na 2 SO 3 pretreatments, however, resulted in the most reproducible and stable drift based on the limited cases (n = 5) in this experiment ( ) followed by Na 2 SO 3 and Milli-Q, despite the highest mean value for the ) compared to Milli-Q water, while the SE for Na 2 SO 3 pretreatment did not differ significantly from either HCl or Milli-Q water.
Importance of nonlinear dynamics
Out of 230 measurements, 64 were classified as nonlinear when using AIC for adopting a quadratic polynomial model (Fig. 2) . Thus, nonlinear dynamics occurred in approximately 28% of the total respiration measurements conducted (Fig. 3) . The nonlinearity of respiration rates showed similar occurrences throughout all seasons and depths (Pearson χ 2 significance = 0.29). The spatiotemporal variation gave therefore no clue to the cause of the nonlinear dynamics. The nonlinear oxygen time series observed included both concave and convex curves, where the concave form was far more common (57 concave : 7 convex). The concave shape showed successively declining rate of oxygen consumption during the incubation and was most likely due to carbon substrate limitation as concluded below. Convex curves (n = 7) were found in 11% of the nonlinear cases, which corresponds to 3% of all the measurements (n = 230) and 17% of the prefiltered samples (1.2 μm pore size). The convex curve shape was characterized by an increasing rate of oxygen consumption during the incubation.
We tested the hypothesis that concave dynamics was caused by carbon substrate limitation by the glucose addition experiment. The addition of D-glucose resulted in a shift from nonlinear concave oxygen dynamics to a higher frequency of linear oxygen declines (Fig. 3) . Control samples showed a ratio of 12 : 36 (linear : nonlinear), and the addition of D-glucose resulted in the dominance of linear curves (34 : 14, Pearson χ 2 asymptotic significance < 0.01). We infer from this that carbon substrate limitation was the major cause of the nonlinear oxygen dynamics observed. Linear curves can be expected when carbon is sufficient and other factors like temperature may instead become limiting. An attempt to examine if convex curves were due to an increase in bacterial numbers was done. This failed as no net increase in bacterial abundance occurred during the 24 h measurement, a common observation in oligotrophic seawater cultures at that time scale. The oxygen consumption rates calculated by linear model type I regression were on average just slightly lower (−0.04 μmol O 2 dm −3 d −1 on average) than when derived at 12 h into the incubation from a quadratic polynomial. However, when the rates were derived from the polynomial at 1 h (i.e., closest to the natural rate) from the incubation start, this average difference increased significantly to −2.1 μmol O 2 dm −3 d −1 (unequal variance t-test, p < 0.01). The application of a nonlinear model deriving rates at 1 h from incubation start thereby resulted in an average of 64% higher oxygen consumption estimates than using a linear model (Supporting Information Fig. S3 , cf. 95% CIs).
Frequency of sensor readings
The statistical power showed a sharp decline (i.e., higher relative uncertainty) when the number of sensor measurements per day (n s ) decreased below 25 (Fig. 4) . A substantial increase in statistical power was evident at ≥ 25 samples, while increasing the number of samples above this showed a smaller but still significant improvement. The relative uncertainty (as 95% CI) at 1400 measurements d 
These results indicate a need for a high-sampling frequency for precise estimates of the respiration rate from nonlinear oxygen dynamics with a recommended sampling frequency of 1400 min −1 . A lower sampling frequency can be used according to Eq. 4 in environments or experimental systems with markedly higher oxygen consumption rates where less statistical power is required.
Discussion
This study evaluates the method measuring oxygen consumption in dark incubations using 1 dm 3 bottles with optodes having integrated temperature correction, hereafter referred to as the OPTOCS method (Wikner et al. 2013) . The first aim with our method validation was to remove the short-term system drift reported by Wikner et al. (2013) . Removing the drift would in principle mean improving the accuracy of the method (i.e., reducing systematic error), while simultaneously improving its precision. This is because a background correction also adds to the uncertainty of the correction. The detection limit will also improve, since it is calculated from precision when approaching undetectable values. Thus, removing background drift (or noise) is important for all of the basic aspects of this method. The model 4330 optode showed no significant system drift in contrast to drift previously observed for optodes with plastic casing by Wikner et al. (2013) . There was no significant drift in oxygen concentration on average or for individual optodes in a control solution of autoclaved seawater (Table 1) . This supports the hypothesis reported by Wikner et al. (2013) that oxygen desorption from the plastic casing of the model 3835 is the cause of the system drift. However, some influence from an improved algorithm (Uchida et al. 2008 ) transforming the light emission phase shift to oxygen units cannot be excluded. No further attempt to clarify the cause of the reduced system drift was done, as it was beyond the scope of this study. Because of the negligible drift, the use of a titanium-housed optode (model 4330) eliminates the need for drift correction when measuring respiration in natural water samples. The long-term drift reported for oxygen concentration over several months (Bittig and Körtzinger 2015; Bushinsky et al. 2016; Bittig and Kortzinger 2017; Bittig et al. 2018) was invalid for this study, as rate measurements were typically done within 24 h.
Some plastics have lower oxygen binding capacity than others and POM is among the former (Stevens 1992) . In our test with POM used as stopper material, the OPTOCS system had the same drift as with the previously used PMMA stoppers, and did not contribute to the reduction of the system drift. POM can still be advantageous to use as the specifically designed stoppers can be more economically produced through injection-molding. Therefore, we conclude that both PMMA and POM stoppers are applicable with adequate and similar precision, and other criteria, such as production cost, can determine the choice of material.
Handling of the optodes prior to incubations could also potentially affect the background drift of the OPTOCS system. We could not demonstrate a significant effect on the system drift level by any of the different pretreatment solutions tested (Table 3) . Pretreatment with hydrochloric acid was the most stable, although the system drift was higher than for the other treatments. To maximize precision, the pretreatment with lowest uncertainty is favored as compared to level of drift. This is also seen in the calculated detection limit, which was the best for the HCl treatment in the experiment (n = 5), and lower than our conservative value for the whole data set (n = 45, Table 1 ). The HCl pretreatment is also similar to an acid wash commonly used to clean containers in aquatic research (i.e., 1 μmol dm −3 HCl). The acid concentration is set to the lower 0.3 μmol dm −3 , according to recommendations by the optode manufacturer. Additionally, the marked oxygen binding property of Na 2 SO 3 poses an inherent risk to disturb respiration measurements, unless the bottle, optode, and stopper are thoroughly rinsed several times prior to incubation. We therefore conclude that hydrochloric acid was the best option as a pretreatment solution. The difference in drift and detection limit between Tables 1 and 2 is due to a substantial decrease in the number of samples in the pretreatment test. We therefore assessed the reported drift and detection limit in Table 1 as a more generally applicable result. To calculate a conservative detection limit, we included the SD of the system drift estimates observed in autoclaved samples, resulting in a detection limit of 0.97 μmol
. Inclusion of the uncertainty of the drift estimates despite nonsignificant drift on average was a precautionary measure, as some individual control runs showed an oxygen change different from zero (Fig. 1) . This may be an upper limit of detection, as lower oxygen consumption rates have been clearly detectable in field samples (n = 5), with the hitherto all-time low of 0.52 (AE 0.01 μmol O 2 dm
, 95% CI, p < 0.01). A similar low level of detection was also found on average in the pretreatment with HCl and use of a POM stopper (Table 3 ). The conservative estimate presented is approximately three times higher than that previously reported for the model 3835 optodes (Wikner et al. 2013) . However, this is entirely due to using standard deviation rather than standard error when propagating the errors, as SD is more appropriate for the uncertainty of an individual optode (cf. Sokal and Rohlf 1995). The conservative detection limit found for the model 4330 optode is comparable to respiration measurements reported in the literature (i.e., average of
, SD AE 1.0; Table 2 ). If we instead assume that the oxygen dynamics in autoclaved seawater were not relevant for natural samples, the detection limit is equal to 2 × SE of the oxygen consumption rate in seawater samples at low productivity (e.g., the winter season ≤ 15 m). This resulted in a detection limit of 0.098 μmol O 2 dm −3 d −1 for the model 4330 optodes (Supporting Information Table S2 ), representing the potential detection limit with the current OPTOCS system. The result matches the best detection limits for pelagic respiration in oxygenated waters reported by the Winkler technique (Table 2) . However, a lack of system drift in natural samples must first be verified. When including uncertainty for the system drift observed in individual incubations with autoclaved seawater (Table 1) , we had to assume that these were relevant for natural water samples. Autoclaving has the advantage of providing a sterile sample devoid of respiratory activity, but it is simultaneously a harsh treatment to impose on water samples. Various redox effects on both dissolved and gaseous compounds that may affect oxygen exchange with the dissolved phase are conceivable, as has been observed for sediments (Tratnyek and Wolfe 1993) . We have identified only two alternatives to autoclaved seawater as ways to test the background variation of the optode; these are measurements in 0.2 μm filtered seawater or using metabolic inhibitors. Due to environmental and health concerns, metabolic inhibitors are preferably avoided. In addition, bacterial resistance to antibiotics or even their use as a nitrogen source have precluded their routine use (Attrassi et al. 1993; Prabaharan et al. 1994) . The use of 0.2 μm filtrate, on the other hand, has the risk of residual respiration activity due to bacteria passing through the filter and the influence of broken cells (cf. Stockner et al. 1990; Briand et al. 2004) . Therefore, at this point, we still have no better suggestion than using autoclaved seawater for the control measurements of oxygen consumption.
The statistically lower SE in autoclaved water samples compared to field samples from the winter season suggests that autoclaved seawater still was a realistic control sample.
To optimize the sampling frequency and precision during incubations, a statistical power analysis was done using a relative 95% CI as a proxy for statistical power (Bignert et al. 2014) . The inverse 2 nd order polynomial showed similar ΔAICc and R 2 to an exponential function, but better predicted the uncertainty ≥ 50 samples. We conclude that a high-sampling frequency (min
) is to be recommended, as the relative uncertainty for oxygen consumption rate with 1400 sensor measurements (AE 2.3% as a 95% CI) was approximately five times better than with only 100, and data handling can be run by syntax. Thus, oxygen rate estimates 4.6% different should be found significantly different at this sampling frequency ignoring other sources of variation. A high-sampling frequency is particularly valuable in low-productive environments, like open ocean areas and winter season in coastal temperate areas. Depending on expected oxygen consumption rates and desired detection of differences, lower sampling frequencies may be applicable according to Eq. 4. We routinely used ≥ 1400 oxygen measurements and therefore suggest a sampling frequency of 1 min −1 as prudent for providing sufficient precision of the respiration estimates in marine waters. The cause of the remaining nonsignificant variation observed in oxygen consumption in control samples remains unclear (Table 1) . As discussed by Wikner et al. (2013) , temperature variation or leakage of oxygen through the designed optode stopper is unlikely to explain a significant part of the observed oxygen trends. Pressure changes measured in the bottles by a pressure sensor (−0.080 kPa h −1 to 0.060 kPa h −1 , n = 5) have also not shown any effects on the oxygen time series during incubations (own unpublished data). It is also evident that the remaining variances in the OPTOCS incubations are clearly below the current declaration of precision by the manufacturer. The commercially available models 4330 and 3835 optodes have an accuracy of AE 2% and AE 5%, respectively, according to the manufacturers specifications (Tengberg and Hovdenes 2014) . The optodes have also been shown to be accurate in estimating oxygen concentrations when compared to Winkler titrations and other commercially available sensors (e.g., Körtzinger et al. 2005; Wikner et al. 2013; Johnson et al. 2015; Bittig and Kortzinger 2017; Bittig et al. 2018) . Given accurate and precise measure of oxygen concentration, the change in enclosed dark bottles with time should be an accurate measure of oxygen consumption. This was also corroborated by validation of the OPTOCS method vs. oxygen consumption measured by end-point Winkler titrations and comparison of the temperature dependence (i.e., Q10-value, Wikner et al. 2013) . Furthermore, a comparison of detection limit and range of absolute values for the OPTOCS method with other methods for oxygen consumption reported in the literature for the past 36 yr, shows good concordance (Table 2 ). The OPTOCS method is thereby validated vs. independent methods. According to current knowledge, oxygen consumption measured by the OPTOCS method is also an approximate estimate of respiration, as aerobic respiration is the major process consuming oxygen in oxygenated waters (Robinson and le B Williams 2005) . The advantages with the optode methodology is the ability to handle nonlinear dynamics with less effort than traditional chemical methods and its ability to measure larger sample volumes (i.e., 1 dm 3 ) including more organisms in the food web (Robinson and le B. Williams 2005; Wikner et al. 2013) . The improved precision reported in this study makes the optode technique applicable in most coastal and oceanic surface waters, but it may still not detect the lowest respiration rates encountered in deeper layers of the ocean (Hopkinson and Smith 2005; Robinson and le B. Williams 2005 , but compare precision excluding drift uncertainty). Furthermore, the high frequency of measurements afforded by the optode sensor can also improve precision while simultaneously imposing the need to handle large data sets.
Our second aim was to explore to what extent nonlinear oxygen dynamics during incubations influenced the accuracy of the estimates. A linear decline of oxygen during incubations was the most common curve shape over a 3-yr field study in a subarctic estuary. However, nonlinear dynamics in the form of a quadratic polynomial were observed in as many as one-third of the cases. This observation was in accordance with the nonlinear dynamics occurring in 30% of prefiltered water samples reported in a review by Robinson (2008) in a literature survey. An even higher frequency was reported by Briand et al. (2004) from a lagoon in New Caledonia using high-frequency measurements with microprobes, showing 11 nonlinear time series out of a total of 27 (41%). They, however, measured respiration in 0.6 μm-filtered samples that may have influenced the response in oxygen dynamics. Our analysis showed that the occurrence of nonlinear oxygen dynamics was also valid for unfiltered natural samples. In our data set, no clear dependence on either season or depth was found for the occurrence of the curve type.
The 64 measurements with nonlinear dynamics showed mainly a concave curve type (Fig. 2 , compare "Assessment" section). One process that would create a 2 nd polynomial for oxygen concentration with time is increasing carbon substrate limitation (i.e., a first-order enzyme-catalyzed reaction). By adding glucose to natural water samples, we could counteract the limitation of carbon substrate and increase the frequency of linear curves by approximately threefold (Fig. 3) . This result indicates that the nonlinear curve type was a consequence of metabolic control mechanisms rather than an artifact of the sensor per se. Linear oxygen decline can therefore be expected when carbon is sufficient and other factors, like temperature, may instead become limiting. The substantial increase of carbon substrate was chosen to saturate uptake requirements and thereby ensure a response if metabolic factors were important and did not simulate environmental levels. Further studies are required to clarify the response within the range of different carbon substrates and levels found in situ, and the result presented here is a proof of concept. Concave curve types dominated the nonlinear cases of oxygen dynamics. A few (n = 7) cases with convex type were observed exclusively in 1.2 μm-filtered samples. We hypothesize that a convex oxygen consumption curve after filtration can result from a successive increase in respiration by bacteria due to a net increase in abundance when dissolved nutrients are sufficient and predation by grazers is reduced. To determine the dynamics of bacterial abundance in seawater cultures within a typical incubation of 24 h is, however, difficult, and requires extensive and frequent sampling for bacterial numbers. Attempts to verify the explanation to convex curves failed due to a lack of significant increase in bacterial abundance following filtration. The coupling of convex oxygen dynamics during incubations to bacterial biomass increase is supported by a similar observation in the southwestern Pacific Ocean (Briand et al. 2004) .
As the rate during incubation will change over time for nonlinear curve types, they require derivation of oxygen consumption rates as close to sampling as possible to approach the true rate. We therefore consistently used the rate determined by derivation of the quadratic polynomial in the beginning of the quality assured time series (i.e., at 1 h). Rates derived by this definition were on average 64% higher than when using the linear regression on the same data (Supporting Information Fig. S3 ). This was true despite a relatively moderate bend of the curve and a small but significant average increase in R 2 from 0.88 to 0.92 (Median k-test, p < 0.01, n = 82). A significant effect on the rate estimates is thus easily overlooked, even when continuous measurements over the incubation period are available. This procedure provided the most accurate estimate of the oxygen consumption without extrapolating beyond the observed data. In addition, the procedure is a systematically applicable mathematical procedure for handling nonlinear oxygen time series in incubations, removing the subjectivity of manually positioning 5 h periods as proposed by Briand et al. (2004) . Consequently, the results presented here suggest that the respiration rates in about one-third of the measurements were markedly higher than if assuming a linear decline over the whole incubation (compare end-point titrations). This translates to a 21% underestimation on average, and becomes especially important when scaling up the numbers to global budgets where it can make the difference between balance and imbalance. Thus, it is conceivable that earlier studies using the linear derivation, like in the Winkler method, have underestimated the level of oxygen consumption in an important number of cases with significance for global mass balances.
Comments and recommendations
We recommend to use titanium optodes for oxygen consumption with the OPTOCS method, which improves accuracy of the oxygen consumption estimates due to insignificant system drift. This is optimized by preconditioning the optode, attached to either PMMA or POM stoppers, in 0.3 mol dm −3 hydrochloric acid for at least 1 h. No correction for system drift will then be required. A sampling frequency of the senor of 1400 readings min −1 or more is recommended for a statistical power of AE 4.6%. Including the uncertainty (i.e., SD) observed in autoclaved seawater resulted in a conservative detection limit of 0.97 μmol O 2 dm −3 d −1
, while decreasing to 0.1 μmol O 2 dm −3 d −1 if omitting drift correction and associated uncertainty. A nonlinear time series should be expected in one-third of the respiration incubations. Thus, it is then essential to derive oxygen consumption rates by a quadratic polynomial function during the first hour of the derived curve for accurate results. This optode method will be applicable to all aquatic environments without any need for specific adaptation but limited by the level of detection as presented above. The advantages of the method are its accurate estimation of rates even under nonlinear dynamics, its ability to handle large water samples containing more plankton, and its low work effort per analysis. Disadvantages are the need for high-precision temperature control for each temperature investigated and the initial cost of titanium optodes.
